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Looking Back at 2020: A Challenging Year  
Even though 2020 was a year of momentous change for child care centers, out-of-school (OST) programs and other 
child care-focused organizations, the industry also adapted to these circumstances with spirit and resolve. A challenging 
economy and an international pandemic shuttered many child care operations across the U.S., in some cases for months, 
to comply with government orders to reduce the spread of COVID-19. As a result, many were forced to shut their doors 
permanently as enrollment and revenue fell. Some child care businesses, though, bounced back as they adopted flexible 
business models, such as offering part-time enrollment or 24x7 service to accommodate essential workers and parents 
working from home.   

Providers also adopted stringent safety procedures and processes, some of which were dictated by local governments or 
CDC guidelines, to keep children and staff safe. Considering that parents’ top concern was their child being exposed to 
COVID-19 at a center 1, child care leaders stepped up in making sure their businesses were as safe as possible. This was a 
positive step in helping parents feel confident about sending their child back to care.2

KEY TRENDS IN 2021 

These circumstances are part of what is driving 2021 to be a different environment for child care businesses: they’ll need 
to be persistent in taking the appropriate precautions if virus rates increase, assure parents that it is safe to send children 
back to child care, and continue adapting to the changing market. 

This report outlines five trends that Procare and industry experts anticipate will influence the industry in 2021. The key 
to successfully implementing these trends is using digital technology, such as a child care management system (CCMS), 
which will help lower costs, streamline operations through automation, boost enrollment ratios and maintain strong 
relationships with parents. 

TREND #1: 
Digital communication will be 
critical for engaging parents. 

Communication with parents is especially challenging 
during the pandemic, because new policies and 
procedures, such as contactless check-in and check-out, 
result in fewer opportunities for face-to-face interactions. 
Parents can no longer casually ask teachers about their 
child’s day or if they’re meeting milestones.
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CCMS platforms can also support lesson sharing, which not only keeps parents in the loop on their child’s learning and 
development journey, but also enables them to provide more support because they have access to the lesson plan and 
any supporting documents. Engaging in these types of personalized communications is important for building strong 
relationships. Parents will feel more engaged with their child, teachers and your organization.

   
BE PREPARED FOR EMERGENCY UPDATES 

Additionally, it’s important to have mass communication channels in place for emergency updates if a COVID-19 outbreak 
occurs or children or staff are exposed. The worst time to be scrambling to inform parents is when a critical situation 
occurs. By having communication channels already in place, child care leaders can quickly communicate what will 
happen, policies that will be implemented and most importantly, how the center or program is ensuring children’s safety.  

The reality is that parents want to be immersed in their child’s activities and 
progress, so continual communication is critical in building trust. Child care 
centers, after school programs and the like will need to embrace digital 
communication methods that support two-way, personalized communication 
using email, SMS text messaging and social media.

Eighty-two percent of babies born in 2016 are the children of millennial 
parents, which means these parents are used to being on their phones, 
whether they’re checking social media or texting. They want to feel connected 
to what’s happening with their child, so using a CCMS solution with parent 
engagement functionality that supports digital communication, including 
sending updates to smartphones, is critical. 

COMMUNICATION ENCOURAGES RETENTION 

Ongoing digital communication satisfies another goal that is especially 
important as centers and programs operate at reduced enrollment levels: 
customer retention. Retention is the result of an intentional effort to build 
connections and form trusting relationships with families through regular 
updates and communication.

To encourage engagement, a variety of digital media can be shared using a 
parent engagement app, such as pictures or videos of the child participating in 
classroom activities, reciting ABCs, sorting objects and more. Teachers can also 
send an automated email that summarizes the child’s activities for the day.

SEND NEWSLETTERS AND SHARE LESSONS PLANS 

A digital communication strategy should also include regularly sending 
newsletters that inform parents about upcoming events, policies and 
procedures, and other relevant topics. Child care engagement apps can make 
it easy and straightforward to use templates to create a newsletter and send  
it to all families.   

Using tools and techniques 
that are proven to be nimble 
is key for success in 2021 and 
beyond. Providers need to 
look at their needs and focus 
on the essentials to meet their 
bottom line, but not lose sight 
of the personal connection that 
parents need to be confident 
in their selection of childcare 
services. After all, we are taking 
care of their most precious 
little people.

— RENEE ELTING
COMMUNITY EDUCATION ACCOUNT 
SPECIALIST, OREGON CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
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Figure 1: A CCMS platform can automate administrative tasks and reduce overhead by up to 90%.

3 - Child Care Management Software: What You Need to Know and Why it Matters – A Webinar Recap,” Procare, June 3, 2020.

TREND #2:
Tight margins will drive child care 
businesses to streamline and  
automate administrative tasks.  

The changing face of child care will drive administrators to look for new ways 
to streamline administrative tasks and reduce costs. Administrative overhead, 
such as employing personnel to handle payroll, billing and attendance tracking, 
can strain tight margins. 

 
REDUCE MANUAL TASKS WITH AUTOMATION 

Shifting manual tasks to a CCMS can reduce administrative overhead while 
making operations more efficient. Louise Stoney, co-founder and senior 
consultant at Opportunities Exchange has helped many child care businesses 
optimize administrative tasks. She says, “Nine times out of 10, a child care 
management system will pay for itself if it’s addressing the problems you  
need to solve.” 3

The chart below illustrates a typical example of hours spent completing 
administrative tasks before using a CCMS and after. The savings can be 
substantial: from 54 hours per month before automation to just 5.5 hours 
after—a 90% reduction or the equivalent of a half-time staff member. With 
this level of savings, it’s easy to see how a CCMS can pay for itself in a short 
amount of time.  

Child care management 
software supports the Iron 
Triangle of ECE Finance. 
Nearly every child care 
business that implements a 
CCMS finds their revenues 
increase, because they can 
more easily tap and track every 
dollar owed, parents have an 
immediate, convenient way to 
pay, and systems are in place 
to proactively manage tasks.

— LOUISE STONEY
CO-FOUNDER, OPPORTUNITIES EXCHANGE 

USING A CCMS CAN REDUCE TIME SPENT ON ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS BY 90 PERCENT

TASK BEFORE AUTOMATION AFTER AUTOMATION

Payroll/HR tracking 6-8 hours/biweekly 1 hour/biweekly

Tuition billing, tracking 10-12/month .5 hours/month

Attendance
tracking/subsidy billing 10 hours/week .5 hours/week

Waitlist
management/enroll
new families

6 hours/month 1 hour/month

TOTAL 48-54 HOURS/MONTH
.5 FTE STAFF

5.5 HOURS/MONTH
.0009 FTE
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The benefits of automating business management functionality include helping 
child care providers understand their business status in real-time, such as 
enrollment numbers; ensuring easy access to family records and accounts; 
automating collection and tracking of tuition payments; driving visibility into 
financial accounting processes such as budgeting, financial statements, and 
cash flow; and streamlining payroll and bill payment. 

Reporting is also simplified, especially for centers applying for loans. It’s much 
easier and far less time-consuming to gather the necessary paperwork with a 
CCMS than scrambling to assemble it manually. 

SIMPLIFY ATTENDANCE MANAGEMENT 

Child care management software also simplifies time-consuming administrative 
responsibilities like attendance management, which impacts billing and 
classroom ratio monitoring. This has become an even more complex task during 
COVID-19 as more parents choose to enroll their children in part-time care 
to save money or minimize virus exposure. Offering parents flexibility in the 
number of hours or days their children are enrolled is important and systems 
need to be in place to support it. 

Attendance tracking can also be leveraged to measure enrollment numbers 
over time and assess the impact of efforts to increase enrollment. Using 
contactless, automated check-in and check-out methods, such as enabling 
parents to use QR code or GPS technology to check their child in on their 
smartphone, also enables accurate tracking for billing and ratio monitoring.

Operating a child care business 
has always been challenging; 
today’s climate makes it even 
more urgent that every dollar 
count. CCMS users can lower 
their overhead costs by using 
business software for tasks  
like attendance, billing, and 
payroll—saving both time and 
money—and strengthening 
their bottom line.

— SHARON EASTERLING
CO-FOUNDER, OPPORTUNITIES EXCHANGE 

OFFER ONLINE, AUTOMATED PAYMENT OPTIONS 

During a challenging economy, it’s more important than ever for child care  
programs to be paid on a timely basis. With a CCMS, payments can be accepted  
online rather than in person, reducing one-to-one contact and minimizing late  
payments. A CCMS’s billing software will invoice based on the actual number of days or hours a child attends the  
center. It also produces detailed online reports for centers and parents, which gives both parties full transparency  
into the billing process. 

Plus, a CCMS should have the capability to do split family or multifamily billing in the event parents are separated 
or divorced. This enables each parent or caregiver can have their own, separate account that enables them to make 
payments to the center. By having a separate account, each parent has complete privacy and only has visibility into  
their own account.
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WEBSITES SHOULD BE SET UP TO “SELL”  

Websites act as digital storefronts that parents can visit to learn more about a child care business and its products and 
services. Including images and videos on the website help parents imagine their child’s day and illustrate the benefits of 
enrolling. According to ChildcareCRM’s benchmark data, more than 60 percent of all inquiries come from online sources, 
and that figure has steadily increased for the last four years. Scheduling a tour within 24 hours of initial inquiry increases 
the likelihood to win enrollment by 17%.4

Strategies to maintain 
financial strength are critical 
as occupancies continue to 
be lower and costs for staff, 
cleaning, and supplies are 
higher. Switching from in-
person tuition payments to 
automatic online payments will 
shift the expense of collecting 
tuition into other areas and 
will limit person-to-person 
interaction for improved safety.

— KATHY LIGON
FOUNDER AND CEO, HINGE BROKERS 

TREND #3: 
To boost enrollment, digital marketing 
will be more important than ever.

Child care organizations’ enrollment numbers are likely lower and that may be 
the new normal, at least through the first half of 2021. The number one reason 
prospective families don’t enroll is lack of follow-up. To boost enrollment, centers 
need an automated system in place for tracking inquiries and staying in touch.

A CCMS can enhance and automate follow-up including:

• Tracking inquiries through+ to enrollment so none fall through the cracks

• Using a multichannel communication approach including text, email  
 and phone

• Implementing an online registration platform that facilitates a contactless 
 enrollment process

OFFER ONLINE REGISTRATION 

Some CCMS solutions have built-in features, like an integrated customer 
relationship management platform (CRM), to facilitate staying in touch with 
prospective families and converting them into customers. Seamless integration 
between a CCMS and CRM makes it simple to track families from the first 
inquiry and in-person tour through to enrollment. It also simplifies the process 
of re-marketing to families who have left, maximizing child care businesses’ 
ability to stay on top of potential opportunities.

Not only is the right family data captured in the CRM from the start, but  
it can also be automatically mapped to complete multiple forms such as  
waivers, billing, family information and more. Parents no longer need to  
fill out form after form and staff don’t need to spend time manually  
transferring the information.
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It’s important child care organizations communicate the benefits of enrolling by using clear, captivating imagery. Centers 
should include photos and videos that capture the space’s energy, show interaction with children and how they learn, 
and demonstrate the center’s commitment to keeping children safe during COVID. 

How do child care providers capitalize on these opportunities? Ensure contact forms and links are in prominent places 
on websites. Allow parents to self-schedule tours on the website, which eliminates additional steps they need to take to 
move to the next phase of the lead process. A CCMS can also automate the process of confirming virtual tours by sending 
parents reminders. 

The website should also be optimized for search engines—any web person hired to create or redesign a website should 
include search engine optimization (SEO) in their services. Lauren Small, owner of Early Education Business Consultants, 
LLC advises avoiding DIY websites and investing in a professional to build a site. It’s typical for her clients to pay between 
$1,000 - $1,500 for website design.5

Testimonials are also vital to online presence and the success of a child care business. Happy families can be encouraged 
to post positive reviews on Google My Business, Yelp and other popular websites.  

MAINTAIN A PRESENCE ON SOCIAL MEDIA  

Facebook continues to be the best social media site for child care businesses, followed by Instagram. Child care 
businesses and after school programs should post at least once per week and include a variety of happenings, links to 
parenting articles and reminders. Visuals should be included with every post; the best times to post are during peak 
times such as 6-7:30 a.m., 12-1 p.m., and 4:30-6 p.m. 

UTILIZE GOOGLE MY BUSINESS 

In 2021, customers will continue to start their hunt for a child care 
provider with a Google search. To ensure their business can be found 
on Google, administrators can visit Google My Business and claim 
a free business profile. This increases visibility in local search results 
and makes it easier for parents to discover the provider’s name, 
address, phone number, operating hours and website.
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PREPARE FOR EMERGENCIES 

Parent engagement capabilities, including one-to-one messaging, mass communications and SMS emergency  
alerts make it easier to manage emergency communications in case an urgent situation, such as an infection or  
security breach, occurs. 

To manage these situations, staff should be well-informed on the center’s policies and procedures. To communicate 
quickly with parents, develop pre-written letters, emails and SMS texts that can be easily customized based on the  
event and quickly sent out via a parent engagement app.

Safety and security are 
a significant marketing 
differentiator in childcare. 
Centers going above and 
beyond in these areas set 
themselves apart from 
competitors. Leveraging 
technology, such as advanced 
biometric access control, alert 
systems, and software-based 
emergency planning, are trends 
certain to continue to grow in 
the coming years.

— JASON RUSSELL
FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT,  
SECURE EDUCATION CONSULTANTS 

TREND #4: 
Safety will continue to be  
paramount—even after COVID-19  
is no longer a concern.  

Even after the COVID-19 virus is no longer a major concern, child care centers 
will continue to practice safety processes that were initially put in place  
in 2020. Parents will likely still have some anxiety about their child’s safety  
at day care. 

IMPLEMENT CONTACTLESS PROCEDURES 

To reduce the risk of infection, child care organizations can use a CCMS to 
implement contactless procedures, such as automated billing and check-in and 
check-out. Parents can check their children in and out using QR codes or GPS 
technology, which sends a message to a parent’s phone when they’re in range 
of the school. 

Look for a CCMS solution that offers attendance tracking in conjunction 
with built-in health-check tracking. Child care providers can perform a 
basic screening for coronavirus symptoms when each child arrives and record 
the results of a visual inspection or temperature scan as part of the child’s 
attendance record. A CCMS can also present parents with an online health 
questionnaire to screen their child for COVID-19 symptoms. 

By capturing this information in real-time, attendance tracking and health 
screenings are more accurate, and it’s easier to identify trends in absenteeism 
that may indicate a rise in infections.
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To share lesson plans, administrators upload links, images and documents that staff members can share with parents. 
Parents then open the resources from their smartphone or computer and print them if desired. This not only keeps 
parents in the loop on their child’s learning and development journey, but also enables them to provide more support 
because they have access to the lesson plan and any supporting documents.  

REMOTELY RUN BUSINESS OPERATIONS 

With an online CCMS, many business operations, such as payroll, bookkeeping and financial reporting can be completed 
24x7 from any location. This enables staff to work from home if they wish or to minimize the number of people at 
the center to reduce the chance of virus transmission. At times, it may also be challenging to complete tasks, such as 
bookkeeping, during the day at a busy center. An online CCMS provides the flexibility to complete administrative tasks 
from any location. 

2021 is the year of new 
financial vision and mindset 
for our industry! We will 
construct foundational 
supports for quality through 
innovative revenue strategies, 
engage with economic 
communities, and develop 
strategic analytical goals. 
Collaborations delivering 
exemplary experiences for 
children, families, and staff will 
achieve sustainable realization 
of our vital missions.

— KAREN FOSTER-JORGENSEN
EARLY CHILDHOOD BUSINESS STRATEGIST, 
CHILDCAREDIRECTOR.COM

TREND #5: 
More child care centers will be  
running some portion of their 
operations virtually. 

Even if COVID-19 abates at some point in 2021, parents who continue working 
from home may still want virtual options for their children including full-time or 
hybrid schooling. Additionally, administrative staff may wish to work from home 
or complete tasks after-hours. Online CCMS solutions give centers the flexibility 
to run some of their operations virtually such as virtual education or perform 
administrative tasks remotely. 

CONSIDER HYBRID SCHOOLING  

Parents are demanding more flexibility in their children’s care schedule 
—especially for families where one parent works at home or for parents 
concerned about virus transmission. Child care businesses can offer full-time 
virtual education or hybrid schooling as parents become more comfortable 
with sending their children back. In schools that follow a hybrid learning model, 
teachers may interact with students in the classroom or facilitate online classes 
and asynchronous learning experiences.

SHARE LESSON PLANS WITH PARENTS 

Parents and caregivers play a critical role in enabling remote learning. While  
a hybrid learning or full-time remote learning model puts a strain on parents 
and children, there are ways to reduce the burden by using software that  
allows teachers to share lesson plan resources easily and in one place.
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TAKEAWAY CHECKLIST:  

Go Digital in 2021 – What to Look for in a Child Care Management System 

 All-in-one online solution

 Vendor has deep experience in child care industry

 Many satisfied customers

 Supports special requirements for COVID-19 such as contactless check-in and check-out, automated payments,  
 health questionnaires and parent engagement app

 Supports variety of program structures: virtual, hybrid and in-person

 Offers technical support for configuring system and ongoing help when questions arise 

 Offers payment processing designed specifically for child care centers—and provides next business day funding

 Built for centers large and small

A DIGITAL APPROACH USING THE RIGHT CCMS WILL  
SIGNIFICANTLY LIGHTEN CHILD CARE PROVIDERS’ LOAD 

For every time-consuming and error-prone manual process weighing down a child care provider’s operation, there’s a 
digital, automated solution. Once it’s determined that automation is necessary, it’s critical to choose a CCMS that will 
grow and adapt to future requirements. When choosing a vendor, consider ease of software updates, technical support 
and integration to ensure that the CCMS lightens the load, rather than adding to it.

A global pandemic and economic crisis resulted in undeniable setbacks for child care providers, but it also has created 
extraordinary opportunities for 2021. By remaining flexible and adaptable to families’ evolving needs, many centers will 
uncover operational improvements, develop stronger relationships and even create new revenue opportunities—all with 
long-term benefits.

LEARN MORE 

Procare can help you adopt these best practices for your  
child care center in 2021. Learn more about Procare’s child  
care management solution at www.procaresoftware.com


